
Intuitive Design
Get up close with the new CMiC FIELD R12 app – which benefits 
from a completely reimagined, grounds-up development 

user experience. The redesign displays more information on 
the screen, and users will find that it is intuitive to create, view 
and modify records. 

Speed & Simplicity 
Experience simplified workflows and significantly better 
performance. Uploading progress photos and pulling up the 
latest plans on mobile screens is now a breeze. Faster 
workflows and easy access to everyday functions 
enabled by an improved user interface means 
users can do more in less time without getting 
bogged down by complexity.

A Step Function in Productivity 
Invite your collaborators to use the tool, enabling 
seamless synchronization between architects, 
engineers, onsite project teams and the back 

from the mobile device is easy – whether a user is 
fully connected or temporarily disconnected at 
remote worksites. Teams can record and view 
daily jobsite activities, weather, resources and 
labor productivity from their mobile 
devices, in addition to responding 
to RFIs and change order requests 
in real-time.

The new CMiC FIELD R12 for mobile devices is the 
field-focused app you want your construction crews to bring to 
the jobsite. Taking a mobile-first approach, the re-platformed 
and redesigned app elevates field productivity to the next 
level, transforming how contractors unify all project processes, 
resources, and data to deliver consistent results – while 

construction site.
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Communicate, Coordinate, Collaborate 

up-to-date and actionable information. This allows teams to 

quickly. Similarly, change orders and punch list items can be 
viewed by collaborating teams, allowing them to always be 
working from the latest plans, thereby reducing rework and 
delays. Since the project manager has visibility into the 
comment history and logs, construction crews need to spend 
less time monitoring and replying to emails and more time 
getting work done.

CMiC FIELD

FIELD R12 for Mobile
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CMiC delivers complete and unified ERP and FIELD solutions for construction and 
capital projects firms. CMiC’s powerful software transforms how firms optimize 
productivity, minimize risk and drive growth by planning and managing all financials, 
projects, resources, and content assets—from a Single Database PlatformTM.
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Smart Access to Drawings & Documents
Empower users to keep up with the most up-to-date 
information while working in the field. Hundreds of drawing 
sheets – which are routinely generated during the project – 
can be accessed, marked up and shared as soon as users enter 
the app, allowing them to advance and complete projects with 

sort and filter drawing sheets based on user preferences. 
Improvements made toward the search feature allow users to 
search for specific terms that are found within a drawing 

Full Access O
ine
CMiC allows you to take your work wherever you go with 

teams. CMiC has addressed this requirement by allowing users 
to automatically download drawings to devices and by making 
records and documents available as long as they are accessed 

The Bottom Line
With the new CMiC FIELD R12 app for mobile, you have a product that keeps every member of your construction team informed, 
engaged and productive – every step of the way. Firms can fully rely on the full array of mobile capabilities to organize and share 
information – quickly and accurately – so that teams make better decisions faster, get more work done, and consistently fulfill 
customer expectations.

Whether your team uses an iOS or 
Android device, CMiC’s Mobile FIELD 
R12 connects you anywhere, at any 
time, whether fully connected or 
casually disconnected.

Manage All Aspects of Your 
Projects – In One Place

Daily Journals

Drawings

Documents

Submittals

Requests for Information (RFIs) Punchlists

Progress Photos

QA / QC & Safety Checklists
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